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Chanel's  2016/17 Mtiers  d'Art show was  presented at the Ritz Paris  Hotel
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Today in luxury marketing:

Chanel leads luxury brands in luring big spenders back to Paris

Terrorist attacks and the robbing of Kim Kardashian have tainted Paris's reputation, galvanizing Chanel, Cartier and
other luxury brands to convince high-end shoppers that the City of Lights remains a beacon for high-end retail,
reports Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire article on Bloomberg

South Korean stars fronting brands in China face an uncertain future

South Korean actors, pop stars, models and comedians have become some of the most recognizable faces in Asia,
endorsing a variety of products and brands in China. But the Chinese government's apparent ban on South Korean
entertainment and celebrity appearances could force some international companies to tweak their promotional
strategies in the country, according to Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

British Vogue editor condemns fashion brands who refused to dress Ashley Graham for cover

While British Vogue putting a size 16 model on the cover of the fashion magazine might seem progressive, the editor
has revealed she struggled to find designers willing to dress her, says The Independent.

Click here to read the entire article on The Independent

From designer to CEO, Alexander Wang is a man with a plan

In his first sit-down interview as CEO of the business that bears his name, Alexander Wang speaks exclusively to
Imran Amed about his plans for the future, per Business of Fashion.
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Click here to read the entire article on Business of Fashion
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